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       is a multi-channel platform that offers payment

services like no other.
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FOCUS ON SERVICES

B2B: PAYMENTS

WWW.SINERPAY.IT

B2C: CONSUMER
GOODS

B2B2C: REMOTE
SIGNATURE

Target Companies: banks,
assurances, selling agencies
and whoever needs signed
documents.

Target companies: restaurants,
local food deliverer, wholesalers,
and any seller who doesn’t want to
create an ecommerce website.

Target Companies: multi-utilities,
petrol and energy, consumer credit,
in general companies with a huge
customer base with a number of
unpaid bills to collect.

SinerPay is a versatile tool creating advantage to both
Business To Business (B2B) and Business to Customer (B2C).



Easy to use, with no sign-up or installation
constraints for your customers, it allows you to
increase the collection of payments and provides a
positive customer experience. 

Thanks to its architectural logic,                        integrates
with online and offline payment methods. The
process is simple and straightforward:

INTEGRATED & MULTICHANNEL

1. The customer receives the payment request via e-

mail, whatsapp, sms…

2. Anonymously, without having to install anything and

without having to be credited, the customer accesses

the payment page;

3. The customer chooses the preferred payment

instrument. Both ONLINE and OFFLINE;

4. DONE!
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Sinergidea's expertise gained over years of implementing customer service and
customer care processes has made possible to create smooth customer experiences
with a high conversion and success rate.

EFFECTIVE & MEASURABLE

- Opened messages: 83,5%
of sent messages;

- Payments by Credit Cards:
34,9% of opened messages.

Some concrete data:

- Payment collection: 26,3%  
of claimed amount.

* Real percentage is above 30% due to other payments methods
used by customers after the requests.

(>30%*)
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B2B: PAYMENTS

Sinerpay implements AI for
emotion recognition. According
to the emotion recognized, the
system can make an NBA (Next
Best Action), like purpose
installments, or propose
upselling, MGM, delay on the
payment date and so on… 

Payment notifications can be
sent both to a single person or
to a list of customers. The
customer lands to the payment
page and can choose to pay
with his/her preferred payment
methods. 

The customer can either
download the receipt on her/his
devices or send it to an email
address.



B2C: CONSUMER GOODS

Send the catalogue of goods to
choose from. After filling a form
with information about his/her
name, address, preferred delivery
day and hour, the customer can
proceed with the payment. 

The customer can call the seller
to order a good. The service is
intended for a one time order. 

If the customer already knows
what she/he wants can call
directly the seller and order.
The seller will send only the link
for bill payment



B2B2C: REMOTE SIGNATURE 

Sinerpay provides a signature
method supported by a
certification authority to
accomplish the signature of
the document.

A precompiled document can
be sent to the customer to sign
it. The customer can preview
the document and then can
sign it by drawing his/her own
signature directly on the
smartphone or tablet. 

The system will provide an
additional SMS with an OTP
code to complete the signature
process. At the end, the signed
document can be downloaded
on the device or sent via email. 
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B2B2C: AVAILABLE PAYMENT METHODS 
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The company using Sinerpay can send notifications to customers
both in a one by one scenario as well with massive notifications by list. 

Notified customers can access a landing page to accomplish a single
action. 

For the “one to one” scenario the company can use a web application
by filling a form customized and specific for each campaign. 

Sending massive notifications to a list of customers can be done by
uploading it from the agent web app or by grabbing it in the filesystem
using a “grab file” process. 

Each notification expires for a predefined period (hours or days) or
once the maximum number of allowed attempts is reached. 

Every action on the landing pages is logged into the system for
statistics.

IN A NUTSHELL



WORKS – ON DEMAND PAYMENTHOW



WORKS – MASSIVE CAMPAIGNSHOW



WORKS – B2C MODEL HOW



 

CHANNELS

SINERPAY CAN SEND NOTIFICATIONS ON SEVERAL CHANNELS 

NO LIMITATIONS

NEED TO SUBMIT A CORRECT
TEMPLATE FOR SENDING PAYMENT
REQUESTS ON WHATSAPP 
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CREDIT COLLECTION– B2B2C
 CREDIT COLLECTION IS PROVIDED IN TWO WELL-DEFINED WAYS: 

Large quantities of links are sent via SMS or mail campaigns or by instant
messaging channels. Users can independently decide to pay and how to do it.

MASSIVE (BATCH)

Customers are contacted by the staff in charge of the collection who gets the
approval to pay and then sends a Sinerp@y link that activates the payment
module. Payment can be: 

INSTANT (ONLINE)

DIGITAL:
The customer completes the payment 
using credit card or another digital 
 payment method.

OFFLINE:
The customer can go to a sales office
and pay by using QRCode or BarcCode,
possibly, he can also photograph and
send the payment receipt to the
creditor company.



 
CONVERSION RATE BY INDUSTRY
& COLLECTION CHANNEL

THANKS TO THE EXPERIENCE GAINED, 
SOME BEST PRACTICES HAVE BEEN
DEVELOPED.

TYPICAL CONVERSION RATES BY
INDUSTRY AND DELIVERY METHOD
SHOW SINERPAY GREAT EFFICIENCY. 
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PRICING MODEL

The cost of the Sinerpay service is a
combination of fixed costs, fees and pay
per use costs. In the current model there is
no revenue share model on the collected
money but only a little amount for each
notification delivered.

Cost of activating the service and
configuring the modules includes the
cost of installing and configuring the Mini
App, of activating the payment service
with customer credentials and
professional services for the project.
Customizations are valued outside the
standard cost of modules.

Per Contact costs for SMS or
Whatsapp outbound or emails
exceeding the package included
in the fee.

Monthly fee for the service
includes: the cost for using a server
(dedicated or shared with different costs),
basic SMS package or whatsapp
outbound campaign or sending via SMTP
(mail), standard assistance level,
standard reporting.



Thank You
Eleonora 338 440 3989Eleonora 338 440 3989  
AntonioAntonio      348 383 6909348 383 6909

www.sinergidea.itwww.sinergidea.it
www.sinerpay.itwww.sinerpay.it

info@sinergidea.itinfo@sinergidea.it
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